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Motivation
Increasing amounts of life sciences data are made available through the Linked Open Data (Bio2RDF, EMBL-EBI RDF platforms).
Challenge: use Linked Open Data to answer a biological question.
Approach:
1. query and integrate Linked Open Data,
2. mine the collected data using Inductive Logic Programming, a relational data mining method.
3. assess the contribution of domain knowledge available in the Linked Open Data to the quality of both characterization and prediction.
Application: characterize genes responsible for Intellectual Disability and build a model predicting whether a gene is responsible for Intellectual
Disability or not.

Characterization of genes responsible for Intellectual Disability (ID).
Input :
-list of 282 genes responsible for ID (Inlow and Restifo, 2004).
-list of 267 genes responsible for other phenotypes according to OMIM.
-data on these genes available in the Linked Open Data (LOD).
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Entity-Relationship Model covering the data related to the biological question
-Restricted to binary relationships to fit the LOD
-Domain knowledge in the form of the Gene Ontology is-a hierarchy
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Amounts of collected data per relationship and entity

One query per relationship: example with the gene_reaction relationship

Relational Data Mining with Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) using the
Aleph program

-Query for relationship

Principles: generalization of a positive example (gene responsible for ID) to
build a rule covering the most positive examples, and the least negative
examples

-Apply restrictions, for instance, domain restriction on our list of genes

such that

-Involves the mapping of the relationship, plus the mapping of its domain and range

Data Mining

Advantages: ILP natively supports the relational format of the LOD data, and
can perform inference on domain knowledge (GO is-a hierarchy)

Theory

Experiments:
-

retrieves couples

: all data except GO annotation data

First-order logic rules

: all data including GO annotations, no inference on the GO is-a hierarchy (only one level is used)

Characterization:
theory is highly specific: points to individual reactions and pathways,
low amount of false positives, but low coverage of positive examples
theories rarely use other data than GO annotations, but better coverage of positive examples
Prediction evaluation:
-Scores computed using leave-one-out cross-validation (KNIME workflows)

,
and
: all data including GO annotations, inferences over 2, 3,
and 4 levels of the GO is-a hierarchy, respectively

-Sensitivity and accuracy improves with each additional inference level

Leave-one-out cross-validation evaluation for each experiment
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